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BISAC: Fiction / Occult & Supernatural During my trials and experiences in life I have been exposed to many things, some
explainable, some not. I was a depraved soul on a very lonely road to redemption. I sought refuge from the horrors I had endured
through my uncontrollable drug addictions Which eventually ended when my father shot me twice in both legs with a 9mm hand
gun. This is my story, based on true events where I have had supernatural encounters with spiritual entities and unexplainable
circumstances led to my breaking free of the chain of addiction which held me in bondage for seventeen years. Follow my journey
and share in the maelstrom of struggles that afflicted my soul, as you enter the mind of a depraved pain filled drug addict who
battled to confront his Demon Within. You’ll see my failed attempts to keep my marriage intact and my faith in God. My name is
Todd Alan and I see spirits. Some people have quarrels with humans. Me on the other hand, I am engaged in a warfare with
demons.
On January 19, 2009, Chicago teacher and playwright Joe Janes decided to write a comedy sketch a day for a year. He did that.
When he was done, Don Hall of the WNEP Theater Foundation decided to produce them. All of them. In June of 2010, Don and
Joe gathered together over 200 Chicago actors and directors and over eleven nights presented 26 shows each featuring two
weeks worth of sketches (although one has 15 scenes). Yep. Crazy. All 365 comedy sketches are collected in this book along with
a complete list of directors and actors from the Strawdog shows. Joe teaches comedy writing at The Second City and Columbia
College.
Soul Thief. Bartender. Bounty Hunter. When offered a job on the Holy Representative's special security team, bounty hunter Zyan
Star couldn't be less interested - until she finds out it's her most hated of exes they're trying to track down. She's had over two
hundred years to fantasize about revenge. She just didn't quite imagine it playing out alongside the emissaries of Heaven. Working
with Eli, the uptight angel who heads up the HR's security, is just about as much fun as Zy expects. He of course wants her ex
brought to justice through legal avenues, which is very inconvenient and incredibly boring. As she dives into the case, however,
she realizes there's more at stake than her plot for payback. Like, the free will of mankind, and preventing the minions of hell from
taking over the sovereign dimensions. This job is going to push her to the limits of her abilities, and there's just a slight problem
with that: the powers she's suppressed for centuries after losing control of them are exactly the powers she's going to need to save
the HR, end her millennia-old ex, and stop Lucifer's little plot to join the party and invade Earth. Savior of humanity? Not so much.
Or so she thought. *** A sassy, sexy thrill ride of an urban fantasy by bestselling author A.A. Chamberlynn. Perfect for fans of
Laurell K. Hamilton, Patricia Briggs, and Jim Butcher. An action-packed supernatural thriller with hefty doses of romance, humor,
and magical badassery. WANT MORE ZYAN STAR? Zyan Star Series Reading Order Martinis with the Devil (Book 1) Whiskey
and Angelfire (Book 2) Vengeance and Vermouth (Book 3) Death and Dating (Book 4) (Quinn Chronicles) Death and Promises
(Book 5) (Quinn Chronicles) Death and Eternity (Book 6) (Quinn Chronicles) Black Magic and Mojitos (prequel novelette) Sorcery
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and Sidecars (origin story novella) Zyan Star Book 7 coming soon Reviews: “Urban fantasy is up there with my favorite genres to
read, and A.A. Chamberlynn is quickly becoming my go-to author.” USA Today Bestselling Author T.F. Walsh “Fans of Mercy
Thompson, Harry Dresden, and Anita Blake: meet Zyan Star.” Galleywampus Reviews “I could probably happily read 1,000 pages
about these characters…Excuse me while I slowly die waiting for the next one to be released.” Goodreads Reviewer “I am
obsessed with this book!! I adored reading this highly addictive book!” Goodreads Reviewer “Powerful, comical, vulnerable,
heroic....what an outstanding character. I'll be back for more.” Goodreads Reviewer “I couldn't put this book down until I finished it
and then bought the entire series when I finished the book! This is a must read if you enjoy Fantasy.” Goodreads Reviewer “The
story is well written, the world building is wonderful. Every type of supernatural creature you can imagine and some you’ve never
heard of and there’s even a couple of cameos by a Lucifer himself. Sassy, powerful and with a hidden heart of gold Zyan is a
delightful character who drives this action-packed adventure.” Goodreads Reviewer Keywords: Urban fantasy with angels and
demons, supernatural suspense with romantic elements, supernatural bounty hunter, kickass heroine with katana, soul thief,
witches and shapeshifters, Lucifer, love-triangle, paranormal elements, paranormal ebook, urban fantasy ebook, top urban fantasy
reads, top supernatural suspense reads, top ebooks in urban fantasy, top ebooks in supernatural suspense, contemporary
fantasy, fantasy books
Laugh till it hurts! There are few things in life worse than being a bombing comedian in an empty club, unless you pick on the one
person in the crowd who happens to be an ancient demon who can make your life a living, ironic hell. Stand-up comedian Charlie
Broadmoor has a hell of a time coming up with new material while terrorized at every waking moment by a poorly-coiffed, thinskinned eldritch evil whose appreciation of humor is dwarfed by his monumental pettiness. Charlie quickly learns that making light
of the supernatural is no joke. It’s Seinfeld meets Milton in this uproarious tale of fear and laughing by Stuart R. West. This edition
also features The Book of Kobal, giving the reader a glimpse into the origins of the short-tempered demon.
"It is a tremendous act of violence to begin anything." -Rainer Maria Rilke Alexandra Drakis lives in a vicious and uncertain world.
After all, being the personal food supply to the sadistic vampire king is bound to present a few challenges. But no matter how
much she tries not even the reigning queen of calamity can control and predict everything. Every once in awhile the universe
decides it's time to test the mettle of sanguinem and vampires alike. To remind everyone of the eternal truth: creation is a leap into
the unknown with the potential for untold joy or unspeakable destruction. Too bad the outcome remains unforeseen until it's far too
late.
? Science fiction, fantasy and horror movies have spawned more sequels and remakes than any other film genre. Following
Volume I, which covered 400 films made 1931-1995, Volume II analyzes 334 releases from 1996 through 2016. The traditional
cinematic monsters are represented--Dracula, Frankenstein, the Wolf Man, a new Mummy. A new wave of popular series inspired
by comics and video games, as well as The Lord of the Rings trilogy, could never have been credibly produced without the
advances in special effects technology. Audiences follow the exploits of superheroes like Captain America, Iron Man, Spider-Man
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and Thor, and such heroines as the vampire Selene, zombie killer Alice, dystopian rebels Katniss Everdeen and Imperator
Furiosa, and Soviet spy turned American agent Black Widow. The continuing depredations of Jason Voorhees, Freddy Krueger
and Michael Myers are described. Pre-1996 movies that have since been remade are included. Entries features cast and credits,
detailed synopsis, critics' reviews, and original analysis.
*Slow Burn Historical Fantasy Novel* Elise had about to change into the dress that was lying on the corner of her bed when she
heard a knock lightly calling from her door. Curious, she turned the door knob only to have a tall man towering in front of her.
“Master Ian!” She called. Ian smiled with the usual mischievous smirk that he always used. His crimson eyes trailing a little over
her room and spotted the black dress over her bed and shifted his eyes over to the woman in front of him. He stepped forward and
spoke. “Where did you acquire that dress?” “Mr. Harland gave it to me.” Elise replied and strained her neck to see Ian’s brows
knitted in its elegance. “Do you know why a man would love to give a woman a dress?” He gave the riddle that she always had to
think twice before replying. But this time, she found no answer and instead shook her head. “I don’t know.” His grin grew
bewitching as though something had stirred deep inside the scarlet eyes that he had. He slowly slid his hand over the collar of her
dress, sending a cold shiver that startled her for a moment due to its freezing temperature. After unbuttoning the first two buttons
on her collar, he tilted his head down, whispering to her ears. “Because they want to be the one to undress the cloth.” He paused
and kissed her neck, turning the pale skin to red before retracting his move to fix his eyes on her and leisurely replied.
“Unfortunately, you can’t wear the dress over there with this.” He chuckled and passed a box over to her hand. “And the
fortunate news is I prepared a dress for you.” Elise was a cursed little girl who could see ghosts. Her family hated her and threw
her from one adoptive family to another. However, misfortune didn't act alone. When she was brought up by her aunt, she was
sold as a slave. When she had thought she would become nothing but a sacrifice to the sorcerer, she was saved by a man whose
identity was far different than a normal mythical being. *** This book is ORIGINAL and it is not Translation Join Author's discord:
https://discord.gg/YPKueb4
A nasty bite starts a whirlwind of doom?one soul turns toward the darkness while one heart battles to deny destiny. Nexi Jones
can never catch a break. With only just returning from a much needed vacation—a deadly Werewolf attack takes place in Plymouth,
Minnesota. In pursuit for answers, Nexi finds herself face-to-face with someone she desperately wanted to avoid, Magnus, the
Lord of the Underworld. He hasn’t forgotten her and will stop at nothing to use her magical abilities for his personal gain. Soon,
Nexi will be in a battle far worse than conjuring Magic against those of the Underworld. The fiercest battle rages within her as her
soul combats against her heart to decide Nexi’s fate. Will all that matters—will everyone she loves—be lost forever?
In this poetic masterpiece, reminiscent of Dantes great epic, Ian Mills has achieved a cross-genre tour de force that is
revolutionary, compelling and inspirational. The arguments he unfolds for what we need to do for our own personal happiness and
for our global survival are both logically and emotionally incontestable.
The life of a Christian is often a balancing act. It is a constant battle between the flesh and the spirit. Pastor Spotts has provided
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the reader with more than a series of meditations. The 60 daily readings encompassed in this book are instead, teachings from a
pastor to his flock on how to live a balanced and healthy life in the Lord. These Crumbs from the Master's Table are just that, tiny
pieces of the Word of the Lord, that bring healing to the hungry soul.
The devilishly sexy CEO. The angelic new office temp. A match made in Heaven or Hell? Four bargain-priced bestsellers in one
box! This box set includes: Welcome to Hell (Mel Goes to Hell #1) See You in Hell (Mel Goes to Hell #2) Mel Goes to Hell (Mel
Goes to Hell #3) Melody Angel's Guide to Heaven and Hell Welcome to Hell: "Good morning. Welcome to HELL." Mel hates job
interviews - and this one's shaping up to be the interview from Hell. From the grumpy receptionist to the disturbingly demonic
interview panel and the sleazy CEO, it seems landing her first job is the least of Mel's worries. Can she make it out of the office
alive without selling her soul? See You in Hell: Melody Angel takes a job as a temp at the HELL Corporation. Surrounded by
eternal bureaucracy gone mad, demons who love making life miserable, and dying for a decent coffee, it may take a miracle for
Mel's mission to succeed. She must find out what evil plans Lucifer and his minions have in store and stop them, using any means
necessary. Adding trouble and temptation to Mel's job is Luce Iblis, the damnably hot CEO, who has set his smouldering eyes on
the new office angel and he's determined to claim her, body and soul. Can ultimate evil and angelic perfection escape a limbo of
desire and find a paradise of their own? Mel Goes to Hell: The ultimate forbidden love - when Lucifer falls for an angel. Luce and
Mel unearth an age-old conspiracy behind his fall from Heaven which could doom their love for eternity. Yet in the deepest levels
of Hell lies a secret that could hold their salvation. Eternal damnation awaits any angel who descends into the Pit of Despair, but
Mel will move Heaven and Earth to save Lucifer's soul. Armed with little more than the fury of a righteous angel, Mel will raise Hell
in the name of love. From the heights of Heaven to the depths of Hell, can love truly conquer all? A tiny taste of what's in store:
"Do you know how long you've made me wait?" Luce lifted his chin. "Close the door." Mel turned and kicked the door shut with the
sole of one shoe. The click of it closing coincided with her eyes meeting Luce's once more. "Now strip and get your arse on the
desk," Luce instructed. Mel stared at him. He couldn't be serious, could he? "Every other girl in this building knows how to do as
she's told. Do you know how many girls I've had on this desk? You should consider yourself lucky. The last one I had in here was
so quick getting undressed that I managed to give her a full fifteen minutes of my time. At this rate, you'll be lucky to have five."
Mel became transfixed by the timber desktop. "Did you wipe it clean afterwards?" "What?" Luce's face reddened. Keywords: Dark
comedy, Satire, new adult, supernatural, workplace romance, satirical office humour, angels and demons, paranormal romance,
business and political humour, CEO secretary romance, redemption, Lucifer, Heaven, Hell
When eighteen-year-old Jenny O'Brien falls down a manhole and dies, her family and friends mourn her untimely death. However,
Jenny wakes up in a small haven called Strangely and it is as if she has always been here. In Strangely, she and three other girls,
Emily, Abby, and Zara live in a crooked little house on a slight hill, with a view of clouds in every direction they look. Everything is
normal until they read the Book of Eudemon. When the four girls use their combined powers to escape Strangely, they arrive in
The OtherWorld, the upside-down of New York where they meet Gorgon and the others. Gorgon leads a band of angels who had
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been murdered, whose bones are hidden beneath a house in an affluent suburb, and before they are dragged to Hell, their bones
must be found and properly buried but time is running out very quickly. Before being banished from Strangely, Gorgon foretold of
four girls who will have powers to rid the world of demons but sometimes demons are only human.
Sophie Mercer's first term at Hex Hall turned out to be quite eventful. First the ghost of her evil grandmother haunted her every
move, then her best friend was accused of murder and of course there was the discovery that Archer Cross, aka the boy of her
dreams, was actually an undercover demon hunter - which would probably be something she could have worked on, if she hadn't
also discovered that she was actually the demon Archer was hunting… So, despite their issues, Sophie is actually relieved to be
spending the summer in London with her father. But when your father is Head of The Council of Prodigium and your summer is
being spent at the headquarters of everything magical, then a quiet holiday isn't really that likely. And, as Sophie struggles to come
to terms with her new found demon powers, she finds herself thrust once again into a world of dark magic and conspiracies. The
only thing that could possibly make things more complicated would be for Archer Cross to show up again, which of course he
wouldn't, would he?
It's The West Wing meets Nancy Drew: a mystery set in the U.S. Capitol that also serves as an introduction to how the U.S.
government works. Or doesn't. Legend has it that anyone who sees the Demon Cat of Capitol Hill will be cursed with bad luck.
10-year-old Fina Mendoza just saw it and the last thing her family needs right now is more bad luck. Fina and her older sister
Gabby just moved to Washington, D.C. to live fulltime with Papa, a congressman from California. Fina loves spending time with
Papa, even though he's always on the phone. But after Fina encounters a mysterious cat, disasters follow. Jars of spagetti sauce
explode. Her beloved Abuelita breaks her leg. And Fina's only friend in Washington, a congressional dog named Senator
Something, becomes the next target. The only way for Fina to save her family from future "cat"astrophe is to solve the mystery of
the Demon Cat of Capitol Hill.
This Boxed set contains all ten books that comprise Knights and Demons. Knights and Demons is an urban fantasy,
action/adventure, about one woman's struggle to save a world besieged by demons. Each book within this series is 80-100 pages.
The story so far... Years of martial arts training never prepared nineteen-year-old Alysia Knight for the battle she has to face. War
is raging in the streets of New Jersey, and surviving the apocalypse means staying clear of monsters preying on the citizens. As a
teen, Alysia never dreamed her first years as an adult would be spent fighting demons. However, as the chosen warrior of the
Turevila, she must defeat them in order to save the world. Keywords: action, adventure, epic, quest, exploration, college, spiritual,
sword, sorcery, new adult, supernatural, urban fiction, paranormal, omnibus, boxed set, collection, samurai, angels, demons,
deities, dystopian, female protagonist, heroine, multicultural, interracial, diverse, coming of age
Since Cassandra Graystone was a child and her family perished in a fire she knows and sees things other people don’t…when
someone will die or that a demon lurks beneath a human skin. She sees phantoms. Yet she craves a simple life singing out with
her musician brother, Johnny, and caring for her elderly aunt and uncle; to be with her friends, Sarah, a psychic, and Walter, a
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clown in a carnival circuit. But when Sarah sees apocalyptic events in her tarot cards and demons are everywhere, Cassandra
fears she’s going insane or something terrifying is happening in the world. Rayner, an ancient blood demon, lodges next door. He
becomes obsessed with her. Never having felt pity or affection for a human before he believes he loves her, would die to protect
her. The demon realm gathers for the final confrontation between us, Rayner warns. The apocalypse comes. You and your friends
must prepare. Cassandra flees that knowledge until an angelic being, Manasseh, appears. Your powers will grow. You must fight
for humanity’s survival after the first wave is taken. Seek out others like you. Persuade them to join the battle. Only these can see
and challenge the demons until the end when all eyes see them. She doesn’t want her life to change; doesn’t want to be a nomad
who battles demons. Doesn’t want to be anyone’s protector. Until a tornado flattens Sarah’s house. Johnny’s apartment. There
are monsters maiming and killing everywhere. Demons persecute her and those she loves, burn down her home and force her
family and friends onto the road, as everywhere cataclysmic weather and signs of the end days make things hellish for humans.
Cassandra and her friends can no longer deny their destinies. They must fight…or see the remnants of humanity engulfed in
flames.***
Here is a thrilling, charming text about believing in the power of angels, and taking comfort from their enduring presence. You will
be entering the domain of Archangel Michael and Angels' Galaxies. There are Seven Thrones in the Seven Galaxies, each ruled
by an Angel King or Queen. Angel Jennifer is the cheery and kind princess from Throne three. Life is all good for the angels: they
have duties to perform and focus all their attention and powers towards transcending to higher thrones as they grow in rank. But
peace never lasts for long, and everything comes to a halt when Demon King Saty is killed by his son. All of a sudden, eternal
peace treaty is compromised, and the demons begin to attack angels under the command of their new King Kaly. Jennifer
suddenly finds herself amidst a raging war between angels and demons, between right and wrong, and between the forces of light
and the forces of darkness. Every angel is expected to play their part, and Jennifer is expected to play hers. The stakes are high
and danger lurks in the air, but with her friends by her side, and the violet-eyed Prince Justin there to accompany her, Jennifer
might just be able to succeed in the task she is given.
Many say Tess is the fifth horseman of the apocalypse. The weapons she uses does not leave the pain of a bullet, bow, or sword;
it leaves pain of a different kind. She leaves misery in the lives of her prey. In her arsenal she carries strife, discord, conflict,
confusion, slander, and insults. She feasts on the chaos and disorder she causes. She thrives on the misfortune of others. How do
you know Tess is about to do something wretched and wicked? It's when she gets "that" smile across her face like a big cat with a
mouse under each paw. A man in her neighborhood made the statement, "Ole Tess is so bold slinging gossip you would think she
received a paycheck from Satan himself!" Tess is a hunter of any information to condemn another. It's hard to believe she's in
church every Sunday. She'll fight in the church parking lot. Her friends will fight over a $3 chicken. Have you ever seen chicken
bone wind chimes made by a witch? Tess has. Have you ever read a letter from Lucifer? Tess has. Have you ever been to a yard
sale in hell? Tess has. Tess stays busy. She might be screaming at the preacher or spreading rumors about a deacon of the
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church. She spends hours on the phone repeating gossip and lies like a satanic secretary. Being Tess is hard work! Being Tess is
exhausting!
Does romance stand a chance between the Devil's Grandmother and Vlad the Impaler, given her age (4000 years) and his
tendency to skewer those who disagree with him? But first Vlad must be expelled from hell, which is fine with Satan; Vlad refuses
to accept his ordained purge until he has revenged himself on the Blungers and this is unhinging the smooth running of the
underworld. But his expulsion requires the Lord God's okay. Satan devises a beautiful scheme. His beloved grandmother will find
happiness. Vlad will leave hell and become dean of students at Fairweather College. Vlad is to preach to the sinful students and
administrators of that place. Should the students continue in their lustful and slothful ways, they will be brought down to hell en
masse. If Vlad succeeds in reforming them, he will remain as Dean. Either way, Satan wins. And, to make it even more interesting,
a Blunger is teaching at that very college. A Blunger of the family against whom Vlad harbors a five-hundred year old grudge! The
son of the Blunger whom the Lord God ordered to lose twenty pounds, and who has instead gained eleven! What a coup for Satan
to bring a Blunger down! A Blunger? Why not all of them!
Seventeen year old Eli Rieman, who suffered from PTSD after an almost fatal stabbing, tells the true story of his rise and fall
through the high school drug & party industry. Inside this book entails his real struggle to cope with tragedy using drugs and
popularity, with a slight twist in reality, of which might be small, but could've certainly changed his fate. From the perspective of the
author and his friends, the reader gets an inside look at what denial and silence can do to a boy and an entire town.
Lucifer defied God and was cast out of the kingdom of heaven. One-third of the angels followed him. Two angels didn’t fall to
damnation as God forgave them, granting them to reside on earth and have an abundant life. Satan found out about the two and
sent the Legion of the Damned to destroy them and anyone in their paths. The two angels were on a mission to save souls from
perishing forever.
A “chilling” (O, The Oprah Magazine), “darkly brilliant” (Bookforum) account of “the effects of war on the psyches of the soldiers who fight”
(Esquire). In 2005 a Chinook helicopter carrying sixteen Special Ops soldiers crashed during a rescue mission in Afghanistan, killing
everyone on board. In that instant, machine gunner Caleb Daniels lost his best friend, Kip, and seven members of his unit. Back in the US,
Caleb begins to see them everywhere—dead Kip, with his Alice in Wonderland tattoos, and the rest of them, their burned bodies always
watching him. But there is something else haunting Caleb, too—a presence he calls the Black Thing, or the Destroyer, a paralyzing horror that
Caleb comes to believe is a demon. Alone with these apparitions, Caleb considers killing himself. There is an epidemic of suicide among
veterans of Iraq and Afghanistan, men and women with post-traumatic stress disorder who cannot cope with ordinary life in the aftermath of
explosions and carnage. Author Jen Percy finds herself drawn to their stories. Her main subject, Caleb, has been bringing damaged veterans
to a Christian exorcism camp in Georgia that promises them deliverance from the war. As Percy spends time with these soldiers and
exorcists—finding their beliefs both repellant and magnetic—she enters a world of fanaticism that is alternately terrifying and welcoming. With
“beautiful, lucid” (Los Angeles Times) lyricism, Demon Camp is the riveting true story of a veteran with PTSD and an exploration of the
battles soldiers face after the war is over. As The New York Times Book Review said, “Percy’s narrative may confirm clichés about war’s
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costs, but it artfully upsets a common misconception that all veterans’ experiences are alike.”
A demon attack… Reeling from a personal tragedy and abandoned by all she loves, the world's newest demon huntress, Gin Crawford, sinks
into a deep despair. She’s forced back to reality by news of a large number of people committing suicide, all on the same night. Suspecting
demon involvement, Gin must work with her sexy but estranged mentor Aidan Smythe to track who, or what, is behind the deaths. Leads to a
new discovery… As they come closer to finding the culprit, they realize their employer, the Agency, is hiding its own secret, one which
threatens Gin's very existence. New discoveries reveal that even those dedicated to eradicating evil can be bought. Can Gin and Smythe
forgive each other and work together or will they fall under the demon's thrall?
Anya Orlov had grown up knowing she was expected to become the consort of a powerful demon. What she didn’t expect was for him to be
ridiculously handsome with a surprising core of humanity running through him. Declan O’Shea wanted nothing to do with this consort
business. At 800 years old, he was fine without the added complications to his life. But Anya was smart, stubborn, gorgeous, and just his
luck, she was his true blood bond mate. As the two grow closer, someone is waiting in the shadows to make sure that Declan and Anya do
not live long enough to see an ancient prophecy unfold—one that holds the couple at its very heart. Someone they know is out to betray them,
but who could it be? They’ll need their wits, their friends, and some very sharp swords to neutralize the threat to them and to their world.
Three Angels struggle with the betrayal of those they trusted, and those they loved. Betrayed by his family, Lucifer wages war with heaven.
His immense fear for his absent brother leads him to declare war against heaven- against his brothers, and against his father.Gabriel wavers
as he once again meets the brother that abandoned him, and learns the secrets that had lead to his betrayal. Azza fights conflicting loyalties,
torn between his present lord and friend, and his friend of the past. Who will he choose to follow? Memories from his past are haunting him
and are coming more into light as all the plots unfold.
Captain Mac Flannery and his men are forced to live the hours of darkness trapped as their animal aspects, and when one of them is
murdered, Mac finds that his only link to unearthing the truth is a beautiful actress.
Edgy Taylor sees demons. They walk among us, masquerading as humans, but he can see through their disguises. So when Edgy discovers
the Royal Society for Daemonologie, he hopes that at last he will find some clue to the origins of his mysterious ability. Within the Society's
ancient walls are the answers to many secrets. And when Edgy joins their expedition to the Arctic Circle, he sails through icy seas towards
the darkest secret of all . . .
Nightmarish demons battle mighty angel warriors for dominion over an unsuspecting church whose leadership faces a brewing conflict of their
own, due to their beloved pastor's arrogant pride and unethical conduct.
Outcast from Hell. Banished from Heaven. Lost on Earth.The battle of Armageddon was finally fought... and ended with no clear victor. Upon
the mountain, the armies of Hell and Heaven beat each other into a bloody, uneasy standstill, leaving the Earth in ruins. Armageddon should
have ended with Heaven winning, ushering in an era of peace. That's what the prophecies said. Instead, the two armies--one of angels, one
of demons--hunker down in the scorched planet, lick their wounds, and gear up for a prolonged war with no end in sight.In this chaos of
warring armies and ruined landscapes, Laila doesn't want to take sides. Her mother was an angel, her father a demon; she is outcast from
both camps. And yet both armies need her, for with her mixed blood, Laila can become the ultimate spy... or ultimate soldier. As the armies of
Heaven and Hell pursue her, Laila's only war is within her heart--a struggle between her demonic and heavenly blood.
The Devil's StringsBriana Way
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Grandpa Joe's town has always been controlled by the enemy, who walks openly among them. Yet, Max has always felt safer there than
anywhere else. Until now that is. A perfect killer is on the loose. One that not only destroys a person's body, but steals their soul. Kacha, the
changeling, has unlocked the secrets of the ancient magical book and is building a new hourglass and gateway. He discovers how to
construct a powerful weapon called "The Demon's Fork," which allows him to capture the souls of everyone in the entire town, all at once.
Kacha uses this curse on Grandpa's town to distract Max and the others so he can complete his ultimate goal of capturing descendants of
magical ancestry to fill his hourglass. The hunt for Kacha leads Max and his friends on a dangerous quest as they try to capture Kacha before
he is able to complete his evil plans. Secrecy will be the key to avoid an even deadlier situation. Young Adult Fantasy / Science Fiction Suitable Age Range: 11 and Up. Books available by James Todd Cochrane: Max and the Gatekeeper Free The Hourglass of Souls (Max and
the Gatekeeper Book II) The Descendant and the Demon’s Fork (Max and the Gatekeeper Book III) The Dark Society (Max and the
Gatekeeper Book IV) The Reign of Hudich Part I (Max and the Gatekeeper Book V) The Prophecy of Sky Centalpha 6 Part I Centalpha 6 Part
II Centalpha 6 Part III Centalpha 6 Part IV Centalpha 6 Part V Centalpha 6 Part VI Centalpha 6 Part VII Centalpha 6 Part VIII Centalpha 6
Omibus (Centalpha 6 Part I – Part VIII) Keywords: magic, monsters, aliens, new worlds, coming of age, swords, spells, friendship, bullies,
gateways, strange life forms, sorcerers
Sydney's fluid prose lures you into 19182 Penobscot Road, a house of horror like no other, as his narrator Chris--a character who compels
and repels at once, both knowing and unknowable--probes its many dark corners for answers and salvation. Welcome Home is authentic,
engrossing, disturbing, challenging, and brilliant. I've been in jealous awe since I finished reading it. -- Joseph Miller, Screenwriter and Author
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